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Read the instructions carefully and make sure you understand them.

Exercise 1. (15 points)
Complete each sentence with the correct word created from the words in brackets.
An example:
The food they served was both nutritious (nutrient) and delicious.
1. Don’t drive so fast – it’s too _______________ (danger).
2. One of the biggest tourist _______________ (attract) of London is the Tower .
3. The compromise was achieved after long _______________ (negotiate).
4. The children apologised to the teacher for their ________________ (behave).
5. Everybody admired the _________________ (beauty) of the landscape
6. His lack of common sense was _______________ (accept).
7. The newspaper was sued for _______________ (publish) fake news.
8. Electric cars are the solution to the problem of environmental _______________
(pollute ).
9. In every city there should be facilities for the _______________ (able).
10. He is a very _______________ (resource) person: he can find a _______________
(solve) to every problem .
11. There is a new bridge over the Thames under _______________ (construct) .
12. Many countries still have to fight for their _______________ (depend).
13. Mary was very ________________ ( success) at the University: she received an Honours
degree.
14. _______________ (shop) centers in Poland are going to be closed on Sundays.
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Exercise 2 ( 15 points )
Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each space. Use only one word
in each space. There is an example at the beginning.

A. A stressful job
According to recent research teaching (0) is believed to be one of the most stressful
jobs. According to the report (1) ____________

by Cardiff University, 41% of

respondents reported high levels (2) _____________ stress. Some people are skeptical
about this result saying that teachers just complain more (3) ____________ others. But if
teachers are unhappy this will have an impact (4) _____________ the children they work
with. They may be less motivated (5) ____________ work and develop their skills and
abilities.

B. The meaning of colours
Do you know that the colours around you can have an influence (6) ____________ how
you feel? Well, it has been scientifically proved (7) _____________ they can affect your
mood. So it is worth (8) ____________ what colours to surround yourself with in order
to remain in a positive frame of mind. Red, for example, (9) ____________

be

overwhelming when there is too much of it. But in small amounts it may make us feel
active and energetic. White, on the (10) ____________ hand, gives us the impression of
cleanliness and is therefore used in doctors’ surgeries. Butif used at home it can make us
feel isolated.

C. Detroit: then and now
The city of Detroit in the USA was once compared (11) ____________ Paris. It had a
broad river, smart streets and historically important architecture. Then, in the 20th century,
it became a „Motor City”. For some time, most of the world’s cars (12) _____________
made there. There was regular work and a good salary in the motor industry.
In 2013, the city did something unusual: it declared (13) ____________ bankrupt. It was
the largest city bankruptcy in the US history. Now that the city is free of debt, it has money
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to do some of what needs to be done: to improve infrastructure and attract investors. Every
week a new business (14) _____________ in Detroit:grocery stores, juice bars , even
bicycle makers. Finally, the city has been (15) ____________ back to life.

Exercise 3 ( 30 points)
Choose the most suitable word or phrase to complete each sentence. Write A, B, C or D.
An example:
Please, remember to __A___ your test.
A sign

B signature

C signing

D note

1. Brandon has been living in the USA _____ three years.
A in

B since

C before

D for

2. When the professor came to the lecture he realized he _____ to take his notes.
A forgot

B forget

C has forgotten

D had forgotten

3. Some students prefer studying in the library _____ working at home.
A to

B rather than

C rather

D from

4. The plane has _____ taken off, we will be in time for the meeting.
A still

B so far

C already

D yet

5. I _____ to attend a French course next semester.
A plan

B am planning

C will have planned

D going to plan

6. It’s high time she _____ studying for her exams.
A start

B started

C better start

D have started

7. If we’d known he was so successful, we _____ him.
A congratulated

B would congratulate

C will
congratulate

D would have
congratulated

8. What would you do if you _____ a millionaire?
A were

B had been

C will be

D have been
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9. It’s a long time since he _____ this country.
A visit

B visited

C has visited

D had visited

C whose

D which

10. That’s the man _____ I saw her with.
A who

B whom

11. Monica _____ in Las Vegas last month because she was with me in Los Angeles at that time.
A can be

B can’t be

C had to be

D can’t have been

12. He demanded _____ what to say in front of the jury.
A being told

B telling

C to tell

D be not told

13. We rarely go to Barcelona _____ our favourite football team plays.
A where

B when

C that

D which

14. They decided to go to Open Air Festival _____ the fact that they had to travel a long way.
A although

B in spite

C even though

D despite

15. Tom thinks his car _____ by one of the local gangs.
A stole

B was stolen

C been stolen

D had been stolen

16. Jason took his car to a garage and will _____ by a mechanic.
A repair it

B have it repair

C have repaired it

D have it repaired

17. We wish we _____ so few people to the party. We regret it now.
A had not invited

B have invited

C didn’t invite

D invited

18. She said she _____ her homework because she had left all her notes at school the day before.
A can’t do

B couldn’t do

C done

D hadn’t come

19. In order to avoid obesity, we should cut _____ the consumption of fast food.
A down

B down on

C up

D off

20. Don’t give _____. You are smart enough to solve this problem.
A down

B on

C up

D for

21. Our neighbour promised to _____ me a lift to the city centre.
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A give

B giving

C bring

D take

C to consider

D to considering

22. He advised me _____ studying abroad.
A considering

B consider

23. I will never forget _____ to this famous writer. It was so interesting.
A that I talked

B having talking

C to talk

D talking

24. If you see my notebook _____ any chance, please let me know.
A by

B in

C at

D if

25. The weather was _____ hot that all we wanted was an icecream.
A so

B enough

C too

D such

26. Not only ______ in the competition, but also he proved to be the best athlete of the year.
A did he win

B he won

C he winned

D he had won

27. Little ______ that his life was going to change soon.
A did he know

B has he known

C he knew

D had he know

28. We spent _____ days in Monaco and went to casinos.
A a few

B few

C little

D a little

29. Cristiano Ronaldo is one of _____ most successful shooters in the history of football.
A-

B the

C an

Da

Ca

D an

30. _____ Vistula is the longest river Poland.
A the

B-
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